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Liquidity providing 
opportunity at a glance



Investment 
opportunity 
at a glance

Maven 11 is a blockchain and digital asset investment firm. It belongs 
to the Maven 11 Capital group out of Amsterdam, founded by a 
diverse set of serial entrepreneurs, investors and blockchain builders. 
Launched in 2015 as one of the first registered European Venture 
Capital Firms, Maven 11 Capital has now scaled to a team of 20 
people with feet on the ground on all continents.

Maple Finance is a decentralized corporate credit market. It 
offers globally accessible, diversified fixed-income yield 
opportunities by lending to a pool of premium crypto institutions. 
Since its launch in May 2021, the Maple platform has originated 
194 loans with a total value of $1.65B. 

Key statistics

● $100M assets under management in USDC*
● 70 loans issued, with typical tenor of 3-6 months
● ~7% compounded annual rate of return
● ~1,5% additional annual return in MPL rewards
● $17.5M in interest earned to date (August 2022)
● Initial 30 day lock up of capital for investors, thereafter 

liquidity with 10 day notice period
● No minimum deposit amount to participate

*USDC stablecoin, see appendix

Maven 11 Liquidity Pool - 
USDC 

Key statistics

● $50M assets under management in wETH*
● Launched March 2022 with 13 loans issued 
● ~4% compounded annual rate of return
● ~1,5% additional annual return in MPL rewards
● Initial 30 day lock up of capital for investors, 

thereafter liquidity with 10 day notice period
● No minimum deposit amount to participate

*wrapped Ethereum

Maven 11 Liquidity Pool - 
Ethereum
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The Maven 11 
Liquidity Pools

Market potential

$240B
Defi

$2.3T
Consumer banking

$6T
Insurance

$100T +
Capital market

DeFi vs TradFi

source: cointelegraph.com

● Stable and sustainable fixed income USDC cash yields to investors (currently ~7% net of fees) 
● Investors receive additional returns in MPL tokens (currently another ~1.5%)
● Highly diversified pool of loans to premier global market makers in digital assets with market 

neutral, i.e. non-directional exposure
● Borrowers have limited access to traditional financing, despite having robust balance sheets and 

profitable product-market-fit
● Potential new loans to borrowers are assessed through a rigorous and robust selection and risk 

management process by Maven11
● Maple Finance is pursuing a guarded approach (KYC & AML) and is only accepting strong, well 

known and reputable borrowers

The pools
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The Maven 11 USDC Liquidity Pool

Recent growth from May to August - USDC



The Maven 11 USDC Liquidity Pool

Current loans in USDC pool - August 30th, 2022

Loan amount per borrower Borrower’s AUM Distribution



The Maven 11 USDC Liquidity Pool

Current loans in USDC pool - August 30th, 2022

Interest rates Loan duration



The Maven 11 wETH Liquidity Pool

Recent growth from May to August - wETH



The Maven 11 wETH Liquidity Pool

Current loans in the wETH pool - August 30th, 2022

Loan amount per borrower in wETH Borrower’s AUM Distribution



The Maven 11 wETH Liquidity Pool

Current loans in the wETH pool - August 30th, 2022

Interest rates Loan duration



The Maven 11 
Liquidity Pool

Examples of borrowers 

Alameda Research is a leading 
principal trading firm. They use 
internally developed technology 
and their team’s deep crypto 
expertise to trade thousands of 
digital asset products: all major 
coins and altcoins, as well as their 
derivatives. Since 2017, they have 
relentlessly built a globally 
focused team and infrastructure 
with the ability to trade on all 
major exchanges and markets.

Website: 
www.alameda-research.com

Auros is an algorithmic trading 
and market making firm that 
delivers best-in-class liquidity for 
exchanges and token projects

Founded in 2019, they account 
for a significant proportion of 
global cryptocurrency volume. 
Combining the technological 
innovation that powers their high 
frequency trading strategies with 
a unique partnership based 
approach, Auros is redefining 
liquidity provision and sustainable 
growth in the digital assets space.

Website: www.auros.global 

https://www.alameda-research.com/
https://www.auros.global/
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The Maven 11 
Liquidity Pool

Examples of borrowers 

Wintermute is a leading global 
algorithmic market maker in digital 
assets. They create liquid and 
efficient markets on centralized 
and decentralized trading 
platforms and off-exchange.

Website: www.wintermute.com

Folkvang is a quantitative trading 
firm and liquidity provider active in 
all leading crypto markets. They 
trade all major coins on all major 
exchanges with a constant global 
presence. Folkvang trades 24 
hours a day and 365 days a year.

Website: folkvang.io 

https://www.wintermute.com/
https://folkvang.io/
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Maven 11 - 
Role & 
responsibilities

● The team within Maven 11 dedicated to the 
liquidity pool consists of experienced financial 
markets professionals

● 40 years combined experience in areas such as 
asset management, assessing fixed income 
portfolios and evaluating credit risk

● Deep industry relations help to attract high quality 
borrowers

Team

Portfolio manager (Pool delegate) of the Maven 11 
Liquidity Pool
● Implement a robust selection and loan assessment 

process
● Complete the due diligence and agree terms with 

borrowers

Pool cover provider (Staker) into the Maven 11 
Liquidity Pool
● Maven 11 provide first-loss capital to the pool (pool 

cover) as a protection layer for the investors in the 
pool 

● Providing this cover will also ensure Maven 11 
incentives are aligned with the lenders

Role & responsibilities3



Maven 11 - Role & 
responsibilities

Maven 11’s approach to 
assess risk

 

● Maple Finance is pursuing a 
guarded approach and is only 
accepting strong, well known 
and reputable borrowers

● Initial KYC onboarding incl. 
constitutional documents is 
performed in collaboration with 
Maple Finance

● Borrowers sign a Master Loan 
Agreement with Maple; 
enforceable via NY law

● Maven11 maintains long-lasting 
and trustful personal 
relationships with key 
stakeholders within the borrower 
base

● Maven11 is highly committed to 
the security of the investors by 
providing a first-loss safety 
buffer to investors 

● Maven11 in its capacity as Pool 
Delegate focuses on managing 
concentration risk and 
borrower pool diversity

● Extensive Q&A Sessions with 
key contacts from our borrowers

● Use of bank-grade databases to 
screen reputational and ESG 
risks

● Use of on-chain analytics to 
track the activity of the borrower

● Performance of further due 
diligence tailored to size and risk 
of loans until Maven11 is fully 
satisfied without compromise 
on quality

Counterparty risk Default risk Due diligence 
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Maple Finance: 
Institutional debt 
marketplace

Maple’s founders previously 
worked in commercial lending and 
traditional finance and set out to 
help expand the digital economy 
through corporate credit creation 
to unlock the growth potential of 
the industry.

They built Maple as a decentralized 
institutional capital marketplace on 
Ethereum.

Lenders on Maple generate a 
sustainable and robust source of 
yield by lending to top accredited 
crypto institutions that have found 
product-market-fit, are 
well-capitalized, profitable and 
have impeccable reputations.

Since its launch in May 2021, the 
platform has originated 170 loans 
with a total value of $1.5B.

Maple finance
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Maple Finance allows investors to generate 
yield by lending to top institutions in the crypto 
sector.

● Sustainable Yield - By lending to 
profitable, well capitalized crypto 
institutions with sustainable business 
models and impeccable reputation

● Set and forget - Pool Delegates such 
as Maven 11 assess institutional 
borrowers, approve terms with them 
and manage the portfolio of loans 
offering a set and forget solution for 
investors

● Diversified exposure - Investors gain 
exposure to a diversified set of 
borrowers in each pool 

● Capital buffer - All Pool Delegates on 
Maple must provide a capital 
protection layer. This ensures that 
incentives are aligned between 
participants and provides a protection 
against defaults for investors
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The Maple Team 
@ Maven 11
- Deep industry relations help to attract 

high quality borrowers
- 40 yrs combined experience areas such 

as asset management, capital markets 
and evaluating credit risk

Wojtek Pawlowski
Quantitative Analyst

Degree in Quantitative Finance; 
active in Crypto since 2017

Victor van Eijk
Director Institutional Sales

> 15 years Investment Banking 
experience in Capital Markets

Gabor Czifra
 Senior Credit Advisor 

12 yr Investment Banking 
experience in Leveraged Finance 

and Private Credit

Balder Bomans
CIO & Managing Partner

8 yr Investment Banking experience 
in Trading and Risk Management

Nikita Razuvaev
Senior Credit Analyst

Degree in Finance, 7 yr experience 
in Credit Analysis

Schedule a call here to 
learn more
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https://meetings.hubspot.com/victor-van-eijk
https://meetings.hubspot.com/victor-van-eijk
https://meetings.hubspot.com/victor-van-eijk
https://meetings.hubspot.com/victor-van-eijk


For more information:
https://maple.maven11.com 
Victor van Eijk
victor@maven11.com
+31 6 211 617 80

Wojtek Pawlowski
wojtek@maven11.com
+31 6 452 798 95

https://app.maple.finance/#/earn/pool/0x6f6c8013f639979c84b756c7fc1500eb5af18dc4
mailto:victor@maven11.com
mailto:wojtek@maven11.com
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Appendix - How does Maple work?

Liquidity Pool

Interest + Principal

Funds

Maple Token Rewards

Investor Borrower
Interest

1 2

34

Funds



There’s an emerging trend of DeFi products built for patient capital: decentralized institutional lending pools 
represent a real improvement for yield-seekers that don't want to actively manage a portfolio.

DeFi = Financial applications that run on blockchain technology, such as Ethereum

DeFi = Bank-like functions, including borrowing and lending, that can be accessed by anyone connected to the internet. 
Traditional banks and brokers are not required

DeFi = made possible by “stablecoins”. Their value is pegged to a real-world currency such as the US dollar and allow funds to 
move around the DeFi ecosystem, so users don’t have to transfer in and out of fiat money every time they transact 

DeFi = creating an alternative global settlement layer for financial transactions that is standard and fast 

DeFi = With open architecture, anyone, anywhere will eventually be able to pool capital and earn an interest rate by providing 
credit to verified corporate borrowers

Appendix - 
Decentralized 
Finance



Appendix - Decentralized Finance

Market potential

$240B
Defi

$2.3T
Consumer banking

$6T
Insurance

$100T +
Capital market

DeFi vs TradFi

source: cointelegraph.com

Current market size



Appendix - 
Risk assessment

Company Counterparty Owners track record, strength of commitment

Quality of information Accounting, operational data, strategic plan

Management ability Skills, experience, track record, character

Governance Risk attitude & growth ambition

Industry Structural changes, supply & demand, competitive pressure

Market position Market share, competitive position, marketing skills

Diversification Exchanges, trade concentration

Growth Predictability, stability, potential

Financials Profitability Margins, efficiency, predictability, stability, resilience to downturns / bear markets / low 
volatility

Capital structure Debt / Equity, other liabilities

Liquidity Planned need, available funds, quality of liquid assets, equity backing / commitment

Maven 11’s risk assessment is based on the following criteria



Activity What it is  Example

The process of locking crypto assets in DeFi protocols in 
exchange for incentives that constitute the passive 
income the firms obtain on the locked assets. The goal 
for the institutions is to perform interest rate arbitrage. To 
maximize yields, institutions tend to leverage up their 
positions. 

Risks

Smart contract risk: institutions that 
deposit capitals in DeFi  smart contracts 
are susceptible to cyber-attacks due to 
possible vulnerabilities in the codes. 

Liquidation risk (non-stables): cases 
where the market moves too much 
against a specific position. Leveraged 
positions might be liquidated if 
automated transfers across exchanges 
are not able to rebalance quickly. This 
risk include the inability to close 
leveraged futures positions

Exchange hack risk (Counterparty risk): 
institutions incur counterpart risk on their 
capital held on exchanges. Capital can 
be loss if the platforms are hacked by 
third parties. Custodians might reduce 
this risk. 

Insufficient risk management (technical 
and operational risk): institutions may not 
follow diligently the outcomes of their 
strategies and the team may ascribe too 
much risk on the implemented strategies. 

Consists of taking advantage of market pricing 
discrepancies as the strategy combines a long position in 
the spot market and a short position in futures when the 
market is in contango (price of futures is higher than 
spot). This corresponding short position means there is 
no exposure to price movements in the underlying asset 
(fully hedged). Cryptocurrencies futures usually offer a 
substantially higher carry yield than their fiat currency 
equivalents.

Institutions exploit perpetual futures contracts offered by 
exchanges to obtain return in form of the funding rate. 
The arbitrage opportunity consists in holding a short 
position in the perpetual market and a long position in the 
spot market, which allows to receive funding rates for the 
short position. Funding rates are being paid by the 
“dominant” side of the market (e.g. if there is more buyers 
than sellers, buyers pay funding rates to sellers and vice 
versa). Funding rates are usually distributed every 8h.

Cash & 
Carry

Funding Rate 
Arbitrage

Yield 
Farming

Borrow USDC at 5% and deposit 
stablecoins into Curve through 
Convex.finance at 10% for a 5% profit.

Buy highly liquid crypto assets (BTC, 
ETH, etc.) and transfer them to a 
futures account on exchange. There, 
sell a position in futures of the 
underlying asset (same amount) and 
use the bought crypto as collateral. 
The trade will always be closed for a 
profit despite the movements of the 
underlying asset.

The strategy is started when the 
funding rate is positive. Institutions 
hold a short position in the perpetual 
futures market and buy the same 
amount in the spot market, hedging 
their total. Hence, the investment will 
generate return from funding rates 
coming from the short position in the 
perpetual futures contract.  



Activity What it is  Example

It’s the result of a discrepancy between three 
cryptocurrencies that occurs when the currency's 
exchange rates do not exactly match up. This tactic 
utilizes a single or more exchanges while exploiting the 
differences between the trading pairs. It can result in a 
"riskless" profit if quoted currency exchange rates do not 
equal the market's cross-exchange rate. 

Risks

Periods of low volatility: institutions may 
suffer periods of low volatility where the 
market-maker spread is low, indicating 
low revenues that might not suffice in 
comparison to all the activity’s costs. 

Market liquidity risk: institutions might 
generate a loss on their crypto assets if 
they want to execute an order while not 
hitting an optimal price (slippage). 

Algorithm failure risk: a bug in the 
algorithms utilised by the institutions 
might cause a loss, even if these are 
tested and run on smaller size before 
being deployed. 

It consists of buying a crypto asset on one exchange and 
then transferring it to the other exchange while selling it 
for a higher price. The volatility present in the crypto 
market generates more opportunities than in traditional 
markets. Issues like costs, transfer times and spreads, 
make this type of arbitrage more complex to execute. 
Having balances on different exchanges helps to eliminate 
the transfer time and cost but compromises on self 
custody.

Spatial 
Arbitrage

Triangular 
Arbitrage

Say the BTC to the XRP exchange rate 
is 0.000027. So 1 BTC buys 31697 
XRP. At XRP/ETH exchange rate of say 
677 this buys 56.98 ETH. If the ETH to 
BTC exchange rate is 56.17, then one 
can exchange the 56.98 ETH for BTC to 
net 0.81 ETH. So spending spending 1 
BTC yielded 1.014 BTC at no-risk 

Open a long/short position on the first 
exchange, then transfer the crypto to 
the second exchange and open a 
short/long position of the same asset, 
using the long asset to cover the short 
position. 

Appendix - Examples of market neutral trading strategies 



Appendix - 
Stablecoin USDC A stablecoin is a 

blockchain-powered digital currency 
that combines the benefits of open, 
borderless cryptocurrency with the 
price stability of traditional fiat 
currencies.

USDC is issued by Circle, a global 
financial technology firm. Each 
USDC is worth $1.00, and is always 
redeemable on a 1:1 basis for US 
dollars.

USDC is fully backed by cash and 
equivalents and short-duration U.S. 
Treasuries. Each month, attestation 
reports by Grant Thornton regarding 
the reserve balances backing USDC 
are published.

What is a stablecoin? What is USDC? Trust, transparency 
and compliance 
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Appendix - 
Stablecoin USDC
July 2022

Source:

https://www.circle.com/en/transparency#stability

https://www.centre.io/hubfs/PDF/USDC%202022_Circle%20Examination%20Report%20July%202022.pdf?hsLang=en

https://www.circle.com/en/transparency#stability
https://www.centre.io/hubfs/PDF/USDC%202022_Circle%20Examination%20Report%20July%202022.pdf?hsLang=en


Disclaimer
Providing liquidity to liquidity pools is not appropriate for all investors and the risks of 
lending to liquidity pools can be substantial. You should carefully consider whether lending 
to liquidity pools is right for you in light of your particular circumstances, financial resources 
and liquidity requirements. This presentation, nor any other information provided by Maven 
11 is intended to be an offer or solicitation to become a lender or to be investment advice, 
recommendation or strategy.

Please note that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Due to various 
factors, including changing market conditions, the content of this presentation or any 
other information provided by Maven 11 may no longer be reflective of the current or 
future situation.

You should obtain professional advice before lending to liquidity pools. In particular you 
should consult with your legal, financial and tax advisers to determine the possible legal, 
financial, tax and other consequences of lending to liquidity pools in general and the 
Maven 11 liquidity pool in particular.


